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HEAD LETTUCE GROWING IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

It has been known for a number of years that good head lettuce
may be easily grown in Southern Arizona. It was not until the winter
of 1913-14, however, that the crop was grown in car load lots for
shipping to distant markets. Mr. J. S. Heard grew three cars this
winter on his farm near Phoenix most of which was shipped to
Chicago, The returns from this crop were very satisfactory, being
something over $200 gross per acre. This effort attracted the atten-
tion of cantaloupe growers because it promised to give them a profita-
ble winter crop which would not interfere with cantaloupes. A number
of factors contributed to the failure of the crop of 1914-15 grown by
these men. It did not mature until warm weather, when it was hard
to handle. Cars, also, were packed too full in the effort to get the
minimum of 20,000 Ibs. in a car, and, while the lettuce which reached
the market in good condition sold for a good price, the returns on the
whole showed a decided loss.

The season of 1915-16 was much more satisfactory. Profiting by
previous experience lettuce was produced and marketed at a decided
profit at the same time that Southern Texas growers of this crop were
sustaining losses. Twelve cars were shipped from the Glendale dis-
trict the average net returns from which were in the neighborhood of
70c per crate to the growers, SittCe 300 crates can be cut from a
well cartd for acre, this price ga!v, e a good margin of profit.

success of th<b 1916 tCOp w&fc a pttetdhis ^0 increased planting.
farmers who h$<$ not growa lettope before joined the United

Grower^ t AiS«oH!iM3toa ,pf Glebdate and faisfed an acreage,
a h^avy rpjtt ̂  S^tenb^ tidypsA, planting, and the winter
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land it is practically impossible to secure an even stand of plants and
even though secured it is difficult to mature the crop^ evenly.

Ridging is done by means of a single shovel cultivator, a double
mold board plow (a lister), or by means of disks on a beet cultivator.
Of the three implements, the lister does the best work. It ma!res high
nd?e«. v;li'ch can be dragged down to a good seed bed. If, however,
the cultivation is to be done with a beet cultivator it is best to throw up
the tidies with the same implement in order to have the lows properly
spaced^for cultivation later on. The beet cultivator however, does not
throw up as high a ridge as it might.

After the ridges are made a drag will finish off the top readv for
the drill. For the beet cultivator a four row marker should be run
down the ridges in order to get the rows properly spaced for cultiva-
tion. The straighter the rows the easier and better the cultivation
will be

Varieties' The t\\o leading types of head lettuce grown are the
butter head, and the crisp head" In addition to these two types there is
the Cos lettuce which forms an elongated head. The type which de-
velops the highest quality in Arizona is the crisp head. The butter
head type yields good solid heads, yet they are inferior to the crisp
head type The stntctwe of butter head lettuce is such that more of
the leaves are exposed to Ihe dry atmosphere and they are consequently
tougher and contain less water than the crisp type which has all but
the few outer leaves fully protected. Each leaf of crisp lettuce envelops
almost the entire head On the other hand nearly every leaf of the
butter head type is exposed, in part at least, to the atmosphere. The
leading commercial variety in the crisp type is the New York Market,
known also as Los Angeles and as Wonderful It has a darker s;reen
leaf than most of the other crisp lettuces. It forms large sized heads
of good quality, although rather coarse in texture. Heads weighing
three pounds are not uncommon in this variety. It is the variety
which will establish 'Arizona's reputation as a lettuce producing state.
It is popular on the Western and Middle Western markets and is
acceptable on most of the Eastern markets Big Boston sells for
high prices at times on our eastern markets. This may warrant
planting a small acreage of this variety Big Boston will give better
results in wet weather than New York because it is a humid climate
lettuce Other varieties of the crisp type which are fairly satisfactory
are Iceberg, Denver Market, Hansen, and Brittle Ice Brittle Ice seems
to be an excellent variety for home use. Iceberg is the most heat
resistant of the crisp lettuces. The Cos varieties have riot given very
good results. White Paris is as satisfactory as any of this type,
Varieties of the butter head type which have been successful are as
follows: Sensation, Long Island, White Normandy, Stonehead,
Market Gardener's Private Stock, and St. Louis Butter Head,

A test of the New York variety from different seed houses leads
to the conclusion that there i$ little choice in the seed offered by
different houses except in the matter of germination. Seed varies
in this particular a great deal, showing the de$ir*Mli1;y of testing
samples of seed before planting, ]*foce the se^J to a W<#ttr,
with another blotter amd put th$ two fe^wte? two
inverted over the other. A very Httfe fe| k
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It generally attacks the maturing heads during wet winter weather
causing a black discoloration. This disease may be bad where water
from a \\aste ditch floods a field. Where such Is likely to occur it
is a good plan to plant some other truck crop such as spinach, or
carrots.

HARVESTING AND P \CKING,
Earl}- in the season growers are tempted to ship too early on account

of prospects for hioh prices. This does little good because the yield is
reduced when the crop is cut too soon.

A low wagon or a stone boat is good for gathering the crop in
the field, ^ Each man of the crew can handle two rows to advantage. If
the packing is done on the farm there is no need to use lug boxes
because the heads can be trimmed from the \\ agon and thrown onto the
packing tables. If there is a central packing house it is more con-
venient to use lug boxes. It saves work and crop if only mature heads
are cut

California growers use a crate which holds three layers of lettuce.
It is quite likely that a smaller crate may be used to advantage. This
is indicated by the higher proportional returns that Arizona lettuce
has brought in crates holding 2 layers. The Arizona crate is 18 in. by
22l/2 in by 8y2 in. inside. These hold anywhere from 24 to 48 heads,
depending upon the size of the heads.

Good head lettuce weighs as high as SO Ibs. to the iced crate or
nearly as much as a box of apples. The crate therefore must be strong
and well nailed with cement coated nails.

The lithographed label on the crate of the United Produce Growers'
Association probably adds 25c to the selling price of a crate. Fruit
Sfrowers in general feel that they cannot be without labels and with-
out doubt this also applies to vegetable growers.

All crates should be lined with wrapping paper to prevent drving
out and contamination in express shipments. If the work on the
outside of a package is poorly done and the crate dirty the buyer
concludes (generally correctly) that all of the work has been slighted
and the crate therefore sells for a low figure. The external appearance
of a package is worth 50% when it comes to the sale of that package.
This does not mean, however, that one can afford to neglect the
interior of the package. If the interior does not fulfill the promise
that the exterior makes the package falls into bad repute on the
market and is discounted thereafter.

Heads should be trimmed only enough to make them look well.
since the outer leaves are a protection to a head. There is more or less
loss of leaves in subsequent handling and the retailer likes to have some
leaves he can trim off to improve the looks of the head. Pack the crate
solid. There should be a bulge of an inch and one-half on the crates to
hold them tight. This prevents bruising far more than it bruises. The
square pack is satisfactory because lettuce shapes itself to fit its space. In
the two layer crates used in Arizona anywhere from 12 to 24 heads are
placed in a layer making 24 to 48 heads to a crate. It is not usually
desirable to pack lettuce larger than 24 to a crate, ancj the 48 to the

, crate Size is generally the smallest that is profitable,
Either preceding or ice in each crate is advisable especially in




